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introduction

When Jim Callaghan asked me in 1977 to join the small band of 
Labour Peers – shortly afterwards to fight against Thatcher’s 
authoritarian industrial relations legislation – I never thought I 
would have to ask years later whether a subsequent Labour gov-
ernment had refused to honour a solemn pledge in its own elec-
tion manifesto. Yet, as some experienced colleagues in the House 
of Commons have concluded, that seems to be a valid question 
now over the Lisbon “Reform Treaty” and the manifesto promise 
in 2005 to hold a referendum.

yes to a referendum? a labour viewacknowledgements

This paper is dedicated to Jack Jones, that magnificent “foot-sol-
dier in the army of labour”, as he called himself at his 90th birth-
day party, and to my colleagues Paul Davies, Antoine Lyon-Caen, 
Silvana Sciarra and Spiros Simitis, Editors of a liber amicorum 
kindly presented to me by them in Oxford in 1996, and authors 
of the most generous Dedication rightly describing me as a “truly 
ardent European“ in European Community Labour Law: 
Principles and Perspectives (1996) 

Bill Wedderburn
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Lisbon Treaty; but do not worry about that, they are mentioned 
below in addressing one of the weakest Government arguments); 
plus the official FO Treaty of Lisbon (some 293 pages) with their 
natty little Comparative Table of the EC Treaties and EU Treaties 
as Amended in Lisbon (a good bedtime read of a mere 28 pages 
– arranged in columns). The renumbering is best explained by the 
British Management Data Foundation in its Treaty of Lisbon in 
Perspective. The FO documents are stated to have been published 
in “January 2008”; but they were made available in the Peers 
publications I think only a fortnight ago.

Then suddenly the long-awaited Report was published last week, 
on the day the Queen opened the new Heathrow Terminal, by 
the House of Lords European Committee, entitled: The Treaty of 
Lisbon – An Impact Assessment [hereafter HLECTL.] – some 300 
pages of tightly packed print, plus hundreds more of the 
“Evidence”; and then to finish it off, a further substantial intrigu-
ing little paper popped up from a similar House of Lords commit-
tee, The Single Market – Wallflower or Dancing Partner?, – which 
regrets (as Lord Freeman explained) that too little was included 
in the Lisbon “Reform Treaty” about the single internal market 
[see TFEU Part III – especially the fundamental articles now 26 to 
66 on rights of employers and their enterprises and on mobility 
of capital, that neo-liberal economic base and ideology of the old 
European Community, developed carefully since 1956, now the 
European Union]. 

The European Committee of the House of Lords is an interesting 
body. Its Reports are of high standing and will be much quoted in 
the coming debates before the votes there this summer (especial-
ly HLECTL). It is a thorough body, led by its amiable and helpful 
Chairman, Lord Julian Grenfell (Eton and King’s, like all the best 
hereditary Peers) – I wish to thank him for his patient kindness. 
But the committee has never recently included any Euro-sceptics 
among its members, nor any people whom many would judge to 
be ‘Euro-realists’. Its membership in 2007-8, appointed through 
the ‘usual channels’ of the Whips offices’ nominations is com-
posed of 17 mildly pro-European Peers and Peeresses, plus two 
well-known feverishly eager Euro-fanatics. 

Why will the House of Lords’ debates come into such prominence 
soon? Because the House of Commons has already approved the 

Our last manifesto promised (as did the other main political par-
ties) a referendum on the new European Constitution. But now 
our leaders say the new Lisbon “Reform Treaty”, is “fundamental-
ly different” from the draft Constitution to which the manifesto 
related. Yet the European Commission, the authors of the 
Constitution (including Giscard d’Estaing) and a vast numbers of 
other leading Ministers in Europe – Germany, Italy, Spain, Ireland, 
Luxembourg, Belgium, Denmark, and other Member States – 
have declared that the Reform Treaty is a “re-run” of, or includes 
“90 per cent” of, or is “substantially“ the same as the 
Constitution. There is more doubt around in the Netherlands, but 
even there it is not so profound as in the UK government.

What is more, experts like Gisella Stuart in our Party, and the rel-
evant House of Commons Committees agree that substantially 
the new treaty encompasses the same ground as the Constitution. 
To try and evaluate the government’s arguments, I have wearily 
plodded through more than 5,000 pages of text, declarations, 
protocols annexes and commentary – all available only now after 
a year or more of secret discussions – seeking an informed conclu-
sion. (This was not helped by a last minute renumbering of the 
whole thing in Brussels recently; but let that pass).

Sorry, I forgot to mention the official Foreign Office publications, 
Consolidated Texts of the EU Treaties as Amended by the Treaty 
of Lisbon (about 320 pages; below FOCT; in Lisbon there are two 
– the Treaty on the European Union [TEU] and the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union, [TFEU] – both hidden in the 

Lisbon and the draft constitution

PART I
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“External Action Service”, seeking a “consistent” foreign and 
defence policy. That looks rather like a state and a constitution. 

But, argues our Government, the “Constitutional concept” has 
been abandoned. Now however much you can detect the ghost 
of the draft constitutional principles in the Reform Treaty agreed 
in Lisbon, we have all put our names, they say, only to a “Reform 
Treaty”, just like other “treaties”. 

Is it really as easy as that? Can we decide this weighty matter on 
the basis of titular semantics? We will find this well argued in 
some speeches in the House of Commons in Part II below. Even if 
constitutional trimmings like a national anthem or a federal flag 
have been left out, the President (indeed, more than one presi-
dent) and a High Representative, who looks rather like a Foreign 
Minister, are left in.

four “presidents”?

Be careful of words like “President”. We all know the United 
States of America under its Constitution has one President. But 
the Lisbon “Reform Treaty” will introduce four “Presidents”. 
They will be [1] the full-time European President of the European 
Council (Heads of State of the 27 Member States – the battle is 
already on who will run it; will it be Blair, Merkel or Junker, as 
European President?); [2] the rotating President of the ordinary 
Council of Ministers in Brussels (appropriate top national 
Ministers for the subject attend); [3] the President of the 
European Commission (that tough civil service bureaucracy in 
Brussels, with power to inaugurate new developments); and [4] 
the President of the European Parliament. There is a fifth senior 
leader, the High Representative for Foreign Affairs who is on 
paper a kind of Foreign Minister, who has the status of yet anoth-
er senior leader, almost equal to a “president”. But this time they 
avoided the word.

Does this not sound like the language of a constitution? That is 
important for us. The Lisbon Treaty will introduce about 40 new 
occasions when decision by unanimity is replaced by decisions by 
“qualified majority”. In practice these are new occasions on which 
the UK loses its ‘veto’ – and they span huge areas of our lives. So 
the distribution of powers in the EU matters here immensely.

Lisbon Treaty by a majority that cuts wildly across conventional 
party lines, as we shall see in Part II, and therefore the debates 
which will soon take place in the Lords are of special interest, 
alongside forthcoming debates on the European Union 
(Amendment) Bill this summer. 

Our future and our children’s future will, not just in theory but in 
bread and butter terms, be greatly influenced by the outcome. As 
the Prime Minister has rightly urged, the most important out-
standing questions now are economic. Yes. But that does not 
release us from forming a judgment on what has already been 
written. This paper is about the latter. 

Why was it all done in such a rush in the Commons, when they 
were promised a “line by line” examination? Because in 2005 the 
draft “Constitution”, drawn up in secret by a special ‘Convention’ 
over a long period, was, to the surprise of the establishment, 
rejected by the citizens of France and the Netherlands in national 
referendums. So the leaders of the 27 EU States, led by the pow-
erful Brussels Commission, decided to “abandon the concept of a 
Constitution”, and make a new Treaty, amending the existing 
treaties. This was eventually signed in Lisbon last December, 
labelled a “Reform Treaty”. Naturally, unless you know the exist-
ing treaties by heart, the amendments by themselves are difficult 
to follow, to put it mildly. I remember meeting a friend two days 
ago who had just picked up his package of documents. His face 
was ashen! 

The debate is now about the nature and impact of this “Reform 
Treaty”, often called for convenience the Lisbon Treaty.

‘constitution’ or ‘reform treaty’?

First, everyone knows the Lisbon Treaty is not literally and pre-
cisely the same as the draft “Constitution”, word for word. But its 
articles will control many of the same affairs in the EU States – 
for example, governmental regulation of production and trans-
mission of energy. Legally, the EU is not itself exactly a separate 
federal “state” under Lisbon; it is a kind of “semi-state”. It still 
retains (as it did under the draft Constitution) its own legal per-
sonality, and has a European President and a High Representative 
for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, with his own Foreign 
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in the UK? That was surely what the manifesto commitment to a 
referendum was all about. 

In our homes, we do not change the real significance of our 
“Sitting Room” by renaming it “the Lounge” or “the Parlour”, 
even if we shift the furniture about. It may look or sound nicer, 
but in substance it is the same room.

The Lisbon “Reform Treaty” deals with the process and structures 
of government, the rights of organisations and of individual citi-
zens at European level, often regulated by Directives and 
Regulations from Brussels in all the member states. The Oxford 
English Dictionary says: a constitution is “the mode in which a 
state is constituted or organised”. True, the draft Constitution con-
tained only one single treaty, while the “Reform Treaty” contains 
two – one treaty on the “European Union” [TEU], and the other 
on the “Functioning” of the EU [the TFEU, largely derived from 
the old European Community Treaty as revised at Maastricht and 
Amsterdam, just as the ‘abandoned’ Constitution was]. Both of 
those treaties [TEU and TFEU, set out in the FOCT] are declared to 
be of equal significance and must be read together. Together they 
make up the Lisbon Treaty which has radical constitutional effect. 

Remember too, as you read this in Great Britain, that the majority 
of our laws now come from the European Union, which the 
Westminster Parliament just adopts and implements, or some-
times adds to (the “gold plating over-regulation” hated by the 
Conservatives).

OK. But next, our Government insists: the Lisbon Reform Treaty is 
not even the same treaty for the UK as it is for other member 
states. We do not, for example, have the euro (on that the gov-
ernment would give us a referendum, it seems). And we have 
opted out of, or modified some parts of, the treaties by means of 
our “red lines” – the special Protocols to defend our national 
interests. 

But note, first, we are not alone in that. Special Protocols or 
Declarations defend the special interests of other countries – 
Denmark, Ireland, Italy, France and its Pacific Territories, the 
Schengen group of member states, the Netherlands and the 
Antilles – and even non-member Greenland’s special arrangements. 

How will it all work? The careful inquiries of HLECTL are useful 
here; but it was unable to find any clear constitutional relation-
ship between the powers of these five senior leaders, and it con-
cluded that the relationships between them would depend on 
future “practice”. Only “experience” will show how it will all work. 

I suppose the same could have been said in Britain before the 
development of Cabinet government after the 18th century. 
Cabinet government, Colin Turpin recently wrote, was a “slow 
growth” where the executive led by the Cabinet won the game 
(or an even smaller body if you have a Prime Minister like Tony 
Blair, who took decisions on the sofa with his inner clique with-
out bothering the Cabinet). 

The competition for top dog in the EU will probably be between 
the full-time President of the European Council and the President 
of the Commission (apart from the domination by the Court 
which we mention below). But the constitutional bones on which 
this flesh will have to grow have been created by the Reform 
Treaty, and we will in time see who our new top dog under it is 
going to be. So, the Lisbon Treaty is substantially the draft consti-
tution on which all of this structure is based.

tests: semantic or realistic?

The sensible test must surely be whether the two documents – 
the “Reform Treaty” and the draft “Constitution” – are substan-
tially of the same real character. Otherwise, we condemn our-
selves to jabbering away while Ministerial spokesmen declare, as 
Humpty Dumpty did to Alice: “When I use a word it means just 
what I choose it to mean – neither more nor less. The question is 
which is to be master – that’s all”. Older readers will recall 
Professor Joad on the wartime BBC: “It all depends on what you 
mean by the word”. Our leaders call it a “reform treaty”, and 
then claim that this excludes any possible meaning like a constitu-
tion – nothing more nor less 

But the Government Minister, Jim Murphy, put it very well in the 
Commons in March 2008, when he said it is all a question of 
whether the contents of the Treaty are of “substantial constitu-
tional significance”. Exactly so. Does the Lisbon Treaty have sig-
nificant, constitutional significance for the EU – and indeed for us 
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the Viking and Laval cases of 2007

 A good example of its jurisdiction was shown recently in the 
Viking Line case. Briefly, there a Finnish trade union backed by 
the International Transport Workers Federation had taken indus-
trial action to boycott an Estonian firm’s vessel. The firm had tried 
to “reflag” to Estonia its ferry running from Finland to Estonia 
(and also thereby pay lower wages to the crew), asserting that it 
had the right to do so under the EU treaty articles that give 
employers the right to transfer their enterprise to any EU country. 
Finland permitted industrial action under its national law (as 
most European states do to one degree or another). The ECJ held 
that there is an implied right for unions to strike in the EU trea-
ties (you cannot point to the words setting out that right, but it 
must be implied because, the ECJ held, it is a “fundamental 
right” for the protection of workers in the social sphere: see 
FOCT pages 105-111). 

But it held too that that right to strike in EU law can be lawfully 
implemented only as a last resort, and in a “balanced” manner 
which is “proportionate” to the employer’s rights. These include 
the right clearly set out in the treaty freely to choose the compa-
ny’s place of establishment, and to provide services in any EU 
Member State it chooses. Those rights are part of the right grant-
ing full mobility for capital, which has since 1957 been a funda-
mental, explicit base in the EC and now the EU treaties, guaran-
teeing undistorted competition for enterprises in the internal 
market [see essentially FOCT pages 48-50, 54-62, and 82-84]. So 
the UK court which had referred the case to the ECJ to find out 
what European law said on the matter, was told that a strike 
would have to be justified as a ‘proportionate’ or balanced meas-
ure in the light of the employer’s rights in the treaty and of the 
objective permitted to the union of protecting worker’s interests.

There was however another judgment by the ECJ at the same 
time in 2007 which deserves brief mention, the Laval decision. 
Here a Latvian firm sent its workers to build a school in Vaxholm 
in Sweden, for which it had obtained the contract. These work-
ers’ conditions did not satisfy the standards set out in the usual 
Swedish trade union’s collective agreements in construction. The 
Swedish unions met the refusal of the Latvian firm to meet these 
standards, by a strike and additionally a “blockade” of the work-
place. That included secondary action by the supportive electri-

the charter of fundamental rights and rights to  
bargain and strike

Just like the Constitution, the Lisbon Treaty [in TEU article 6] gives 
this Charter the same legal effect as the treaties, and pronounces 
total adherence to the Charter of Fundamental Rights, pro-
claimed in 2000 as a separate document and adapted in 2007. It 
contains “both rights and principles” (the source of another, 
huge legal argument). It was included in the draft Constitution, 
but is not included in the text of the Lisbon Treaty; once again it 
is a separate document. 

It is here that the UK’s “red lines” stand out in the argument, 
especially in Protocol 7 [see FOCT page 310]. The Charter of 
Fundamental Rights, in content almost exactly the same as in the 
Constitution is now declared to be legally binding (something the 
UK government has always opposed, to the dismay of Euro-
friendly trade unionists in Britain who see in the Charter a decla-
ration of rights to bargain and to take industrial action, including 
strike action, which they think (wrongly, I fear) might displace the 
structure of our narrow Thatcherite collective labour laws which 
New Labour has essentially retained). Brian Bercusson argues the 
case in the Institute’s recent book The Right to Strike (2007); it is 
a good example of the belief that the Charter’s rights could take 
over the collective labour law field. The reason I think this is 
wrong is, amongst several other grounds, that the Charter here 
makes the rights to bargain and to strike operate only “in accord-
ance with national law”. Blair’s version of the Thatcherite nation-
al anti-union laws would unhappily trump the rights set out in 
the Charter. And like all EU treaties, this binding Protocol is sub-
ject eventually to interpretation by the all powerful European 
Court of Justice (ECJ), a familiar name I have retained, despite the 
new Lisbon title “Court of Justice of the European Union” [FOCT 
p.152ff.]. 

The ECJ controls the ultimate meaning and scope of all EU law 
and that is a danger to the “red lines” in Protocol 7. Before we 
examine that, let us look at the explosive developments in labour 
law recently set off by the creative ECJ. 
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